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Publishers note: This guest editorial for
the special section on digital document
imaging was omitted from the January
1996 issue of the Journal of Electronic
Imaging. We regret this error, and we
thank the guest editors for their contri-
butions.

The special section on digital docu-
ment imaging includes papers on docu-
ment image decoding, optical character
recognition (OCR), document structure
analysis, resolution conversion, image
enhancement, and image restoration.
Most of the papers were originally pre-
sented at the Document Recognition II
session of IS&T/SPIE’s Symposium on
Electronic Imaging: Science and Tech-
nology held in San Jose, California, in
February 1995.

The first paper is on a Markov
source model for printed music decod-
ing, by Kopec, Chou, and Maltz. In the
paper, a Markov source model is de-
scribed for a subset of music notation
that was developed as an extended ex-
ample of the document image decod-
ing (DID) approach to document image
analysis. The model is based on the

Adobe Sonata music symbol set and a
finite-state language of textual music
messages. The authors define the mu-
sic message language and describe
several important aspects of message
imaging. Aspects of music notation that
appear problematic for a finite-state
representation are identified. An ex-
ample of music image decoding and re-
synthesis using the model is pre-
sented.

The next paper by Gader, Mo-
hamed, and Keller applies the Choquet
fuzzy integral to handwritten word rec-
ognition. The word recognition system
that they describe assigns a recogni-
tion confidence value to each string in
a lexicon of candidate strings. A dy-
namic programming matcher finds a
segmentation of the word image for
each string in the lexicon. The tradi-
tional match score between a segmen-
tation and a string is an average. In
their paper, fuzzy integrals are used in-
stead of an average.

Chen, Haralick, and Phillips contrib-
uted a paper on extraction of text
words in document images based on a
statistical characterization. The docu-

ment layout analysis algorithm that
they describe utilizes probabilistic
knowledge to optimize its performance.
They first describe a method for gener-
ating layout ground truth data from La-
TeX files, where the bounding boxes
for the characters, words, text lines,
and text blocks are represented in hier-
archies. These ground truth data en-
able the construction of statistical mod-
els that characterize the various layout
structures in the document images.
They demonstrate this concept through
the development of a word segmenta-
tion algorithm, which employs the re-
cursive morphological transform to
model word shapes in document im-
ages. They also describe experiments
that evaluate the performance of their
algorithm.

In the next paper, Chen, Bloomberg,
and Wilcox describe a system for de-
tecting and locating user-specified
search strings, or phrases, in lines of
imaged text. The phrases may be
single words or multiple words, and
may contain a partially specified word.
The imaged text can be composed of a
number of different fonts and graphics.
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Textlines in a deskewed image are hy-
pothesized using multiresolution mor-
phology. One hidden Markov model is
created for each use-specified phrase
and another represents all text and
graphics other than the user-specified
phrases. Phrases are identified using
Viterbi decoding on a spotting network
created from the models. The operat-
ing point of the system can be varied to
trade off the percentage of words cor-
rectly spotted and the percentage of
false alarms.

The paper by Wolberg and Loce first
characterizes the degradation of im-
ages scanned in the presence of me-
chanical vibrations. Wolberg and Loce
then propose a restoration algorithm
that inverts the degradation process
and produces a digital image that is an
estimate of that same image scanned
under ideal conditions. The image res-
toration algorithm described in their pa-
per makes use of the instantaneous ve-
locity of the scanner array to
reconstruct an underlying piecewise
constant or piecewise linear model of
the image irradiance profile falling onto
the sensor array. That reconstructed
image is then resampled according to a
scanner model operating under ideal
conditions. The algorithm is demon-
strated on simulated imagery with typi-
cal operating parameters.

The final paper in the special sec-
tion was contributed by Dougherty and
Loce. Their paper presents an optimi-
zation methodology for binary differ-
encing filters, which are commonly em-
ployed in various digital document
processing operations. Rather than
employing structuring templates that
build an entire image, as is done with
direct hit-or-miss representation, differ-
encing filters only employ templates
that flip values within an image (black
to white, white to black). Besides pre-

senting a design methodology, their
paper analyzes logic cost and estima-
tion precision. It is also shown how op-
timal differencing filters may be applied
in the digital document setting for im-
age restoration and resolution conver-
sion.
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